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Paint the Wall

By painting the wall at 34th street on October 22nd, Council took part in a tradition popular among many Gators. Almost any given day you’ll find students expressing themselves by painting the wall. In our case we advertised our 3rd General Body meeting coming up on November 7th.

Student –Faculty Social

An honorable mention for this month’s newsletter is the student faculty social that took place on September 5th but didn’t find its way on a newsletter due to hurricane Irma. The students and faculty of the accounting school got together for food at Swamp Restaurant in Gainesville and enjoyed seeing each other outside a classroom setting.

Pottery Social

On October 13th, Council headed over to the Reitz union for a nice break from schoolwork. The pottery social offered a great opportunity for everyone in the club to get to know each other a little better and destress at the end of the week.

Other Events

Some other events that council took part in included: a fundraiser at Yogurtology on October 2nd, the second General body meeting on the 17th, as well as intramural Volleyball and Frisbee games throughout the month.